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MODEL 1010     The flatbed insert is an optional extra with this unit at £62 

The CUB plus is super compact 
shown here in Beech 

The CUB plus is pictured here 
in our classy 

Weathered Oak finish 

NEED MORE STORAGE?  

You can add a Rolla  

storage unit to match 

 in with his model! 

   Colour Chart 

Weathered Oak, American Grey Oak  
Beech & White 

This is our standard size opening 
Now made to fit the flush inset 

style (New Type 1972) 
(Take a look at page 34 to see how the air-lift works) 

 Now fitted with our new flush inset style template (type 1972). 
This cabinet has our standard sized opening which is capable 
of taking many types of sewing machine but not all of them, 
more particularly for the larger newer domestic sewing 
machines available today you may need to look from the 
Gemini up. Give us a call if you’d like to check for sure if your 
sewing machine fits this model. 

 3 step push down release air-lift mechanism means a quick 
push down moves your machine from storage to flatbed to free
-arm sewing positions.  

 Door storage bins are recessed under the lid by means of a 
specially constructed angled door system this allows your 
fabric to drape down without catching or disturbing the door 
bin contents. 

 Shut the doors and it hides your machine away in a beautiful 
cabinet. No one would ever know. 

 Available in 4 great finishes. 
 Arrives fully assembled… no having to assemble it yourself! 

Fitted with our ‘inset’ design where the inset 
sits inside the aperture on a ledge thus giving 
an even flusher, smoother, sturdier surface 
from table top to machine arm….  You’ll love it! 
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See more on this 
model by viewing the 
video on our website 

New 
Now fitted with our flush inset  

style fitting and also now deeper 
giving more leg room, stability and 

work area    

- the super compact Cub’s still as popu  lar as ever! 

The CUB plus pictured here in weathered oak with the 
matching Rolla storage unit along side. 

SO COMPACT! 
Only    

2 ft by 1½ ft   
when closed 

60cm 

49.5cm 

74.5cm 
(Open) 

120cm 

CLOSED - WIDE 60cm (23¾’’) DEEP 49.5cm  
(19½’’) HIGH 76cm  (30”) 


